Bhimashankar! One of the twelve holiest Jyotirlinga temples in India & Beautiful Wild Life Sanctuary. Religious sanctity and importance of this site is complemented by equally great Natural beauty and geographical panorama. The forests around Bheemashankar is declared as Wildlife Sanctuary and it houses “State Butterfly- The Blue Mormon” & “State Animal- Shekru, The Large Flying Squirrel” in large numbers and are easily spotted. The people who visit Bhimashankar Temple can experience unique natural, historical, cultural and geographical wonders and to help them Shekru Outdoors and MTDC Resorts are jointly organizing special treks, trails and Tours!

Shekru Outdoors & MTDC Resorts, Bhimashankar Presents

Treks, Trails and Tours! in and around Bhimashankar!

Bhimashankar-Bhorgiri Nature Trail
(Per Pax 555)
- Level : Medium, 3 Hours
- Level : Medium, 3 Hours
- Gupt Bhimashankar, Devrai, Origin of Bhima River
- Wildlife, butterflies, Paradise Flycatcher, Shekru

Ahupe - Bhimashankar Nature Trail
(Per Pax 955)
- Level : Medium, 3 Hours
- Trail through dense and beautiful forest
- Sambar, Shekru, Barking Deer, Birds of prey, butterflies etc.

Kondhwal Bhimashankar Nature Trail
(Per Pax 555)
- Level : Easy, 3 Hours
- Kondhwal waterfall, Tribal Village & Culture, Devrai, birdwatching etc.
- Sambar, Shekru, Barking Deer, Birds of prey, butterflies etc.

Bhorgiri-Yelawali-Bhimashankar Nature Trail
(Per Pax 655)
- Level : Medium, 4 Hours
- Gupt Bhimashankar, Kokankada, Devrai, Tribal Village, birdwatching etc.
- Sambar, Shekru, Barking Deer, Birds of prey, butterflies etc.

MTDC Bhimashankar- Hanumantale /Nagphani Nature Trail
(Per Pax 455)
- Level : Easy, 4 Hours
- Kokankada, Devrai, Tribal Village & Culture, Scenic view points
- Shekru, Birds of prey, butterflies etc.

Bhorgiri-Vanaspati Point-Bombay Point-Birdwatching trail
(Per Pax 355)
- Level : Easy, 3 Hours
- Bhimashankar Temple, Kokankada, Devrai, birdwatching etc.
- Shekru, Birds of prey, butterflies etc.

Bhorgiri Fort- Bhimashankar Nature Trail
(Per Pax 655)
- Level : Medium, 5 Hours
- Gupt Bhimashankar, Devrai, Bhorgiri Forts, Bhima River origin
- Shekru, forest birds, butterflies, Insects, plants etc.

Important Information
- Things INCLUDED in cost - Tour Management, Naturalist Guides, Safety, First Aid
- Things NOT INCLUDED in cost - Travelling, Food, Water, Parking fee, Entrance Fee etc.
- Minimum 10 Pax Booking necessary for any trail or tour.
- If less than 10 Pax, the people will be included in other trails or tours.
- Although many tour/trail options are there, only 3 such trails or tours can be done in single day for a group.
- Depending on circumstances, tour/trail planning can be changed.

For more information : Contact
Shekru Outdoors : shekruoutdoors@gmail.com ; Subhash- 9860448461, Santosh-9881143180
MTDC Bhimashankar Resort : Mr. Bapu Langi, Resort Manager - 9850906325 , 7218080181, email id - bhimashankarmtdc@maharashtratourism.gov.in